LEAK DETECTION SYSTEM - LDS

BASIC CONFIGURATION
(Acoustic signal and manual setting)

SMS CONFIGURATION
(Text messaging and automatic setting)

LAN CONFIGURATION
(Remote control of multiple users from a Central Panel)
Using the system is easy and intuitive. It is designed to prevent property damage, reduce insurance costs and optimize efficient water consumption.

THE SYSTEM

- HELPS PREVENTS FLOODING
- ELIMINATES LEAKS
- AVOIDS IMPROPER AND WASTEFUL CONSUMPTION OF WATER

LEAK PREVENTION SYSTEM IN HOUSEHOLD

The LEAK DETECTION SYSTEM (LDS) offers a wide range of important benefits to the end user.

The System allows to:

- Avoid improper water consumption due to user distraction or failure of water system components.
- Helps prevent small leaks and drips.

THE CHARACTERISTICS

The LDS system operates in two settings in presence or absence of users inside the household. The two operating conditions are determined automatically through occupancy sensors. The user may also manually activate the AWAY setting

- DOES NOT REQUIRE INTERVENTIONS BY THE USERS.
- INTERCEPTS MICRO WATER FLOWS AND DRIPS
- IT IS NOT A MOISTURE SENSOR.